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Lincolnshire County Council improve efficiency  

with Kelio’s Workforce Management System! 
 

Commentary by Ellie Baker, Senior Project Leader of Lincolnshire County Council 

  
After seeing the huge benefits that Kelio brought to one section 
of their workforce, Lincolnshire County Council highways 
decided to, not only upgrade the system, but set up all 400 
members of staff on it. Ellie, Senior Project leader, comments 
that the system is, “fit for purpose, user friendly and provides 
the reports and outcomes needed to manage staff attendance 
and leave.” 
 
Replacing their old laborious database, LCC has installed Kelio’s 
Time and Attendance System for staff clocking in and out and tracking attendance and annual leave. 
Ellie reviews, “we are saving a lot of time for all staff. In the past, we were using various different 
Excel and Word spreadsheets to record annual and flexible leave and record working hours”. The 
benefits of Kelio’s software has improved their efficiency and supported the whole team; “Managers 
are impressed with the time savings it creates for them, having all the information in one place,” 
Ellie reports.  
 
The new system solves many issues, including making absence requests for annual leave. Ellie 
comments, “Staff can access their leave information and see when other staff in their teams are 
going to be off work, which allows them to plan their staffing and workloads more effectively.” 
 

To fit in with the requirements of the team, Lincolnshire 
County Council have opted to use mobiles, rather than a 
clocking-in terminal. This easy to use solution means that 
working on and off-site as well as flexible working are options 
available for the staff. Kelio’s dashboard and alert system also 
provide clear visibility in a simple to use format, keeping 
everyone up-to-date in real time. 
 
“Bodet’s Kelio is an effective and efficient system, and user 
friendly providing all information in one place,” Ellie concludes.  

 
 

 
 

 Benefits 

• Manage all types of schedules and 
flexible shift types 

• Monitor staffing in real time 

• Effectively manage working time and 
attendance across multiple companies 
and sites 

• Record hours based on work duration 

Solution 
Cloud-based Time and 
Attendance Software 

About 

Kelio is a major player in the publishing of 
software and hardware solutions for time 
management, human resources, payroll and 
access control on an international scale. 

Kelio is part of the Bodet Group who have 
provided time measurement solutions for 
over 30 years.  

 

Enjoy the benefits of Bodet Kelio’s Workforce Management Solutions 
Call us on 01442 418 800 
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